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Who are we ?
The objectives of the Leys CDI are
to promote any charitable purposes
for the benefit of the community of
the Leys, Oxford, in order to relieve
poverty and sickness, and to provide
facilities in the interest of social
welfare with the aim to improve
the conditions of life of the said
community.

Leys CDI’s Clockhouse Project worked with more than 200
local over-50s in 2011/12, through ten different activity groups,
chosen and developed by older people themselves.

“I absolutely love it . . . Now I enjoy life again,
I feel like a person that means something.”
Clockhouse Project user, 2012
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The CDI wants to continue and
increase the provision of consistent,
safe, enjoyable quality activities and
opportunities particular for young
people and the over 50s with the
enthusiastic help from dedicated staff
and a committed army of 101 fantastic
volunteers.

The Youth Project started in the summer of 1995 with a holiday project run for two weeks by casual staff.
16 years later the project is managing a three year Lottery funded initiative, YP2, alongside regular termtime and holiday activities. The CDI employs a full-time Youth Project Manager to develop and oversee the
work. 75% of the funding for this post comes from the Lottery, 25% must be raised from other sources.
The project employs five other part-time staff who work on the YP2 Project, and casual staff help to put on all
other activities. The Youth Project Manager’s post is key to the CDI’s ability to deliver the Youth Project and to
develop and take forward provision for young people in the Leys.
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Chair’s Report
This year’s annual review
highlights some of the work
Leys CDI has undertaken over
the last year. We are a small local
charity based in Blackbird Leys
in Oxford that has been running
since 1992. We focus our work
on two projects: The Clockhouse
Project which works with older
people and The Youth Project
which works with those aged
9 – 25.
This year our two projects
have been working together to
increase understanding between
old and young through our
Intergenerational programme.
While we do not have specific
funding for this work we
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believe that there are very few
opportunities for people of
different ages to get together and
we want to enable young and
old to build positive relationships
and appreciation of one another’s
talents.
I would like to thank the staff
team for their dedicated
continued work, our team of
volunteers which year on year
provide excellent services for
local people and our funders who
enable us to provide interesting
and valuable projects to people
across Blackbird Leys and the
surrounding area.
David Truesdale, October 2012

Trustees Meeting, Leys CDI

Intergenerational cake making at the Clockhouse. See page 14

The Youth Project
After School Drop In
The YP2 runs a thriving after school club for young
people three times a week for those aged 9 – 15.
Young people can learn how to scratch and mix in the
DJ mixing workshops, find out how to make beats in the
Logic workshops, discover the latest dance moves in the
street dance workshops. Chill out and play the WII or
learn how to play table tennis. The project also has film
and photography equipment so budding young film
makers and photographers can learn new skills.

Arts Awards
Arts Awards inspire young people to grow
their arts and leadership talents: it’s creative,
valuable and accessible. So far fourteen young
people have been awarded their bronze arts
award; one young person is in the process of
doing their silver arts award. And a further
eight young people have just completed their
bronze art award which are now in the process
of moderation.
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“I have learnt and shared my

dancing skills and I have got
better and more confident. I have
made new friends. Doing the arts
award overall I feel that dancing is
what I want to do in the future.”

23 Young people learnt new
skills and passed these skills
on to other young people.

Second Chance

CDI Wave Radio

Many young people who have
been in custody find it hard to get
a job, rebuild relationships, or find
somewhere to live. Readjusting to
mainstream life can be hard. They may
struggle to find a job or a place in the
community and thus risk returning to
crime.

In February a new community radio
station in Blackbird Leys OX 105FM
was launched. The CDI youth project
have a weekly Saturday morning
breakfast show called CDI Wave
which is on from 10am till 12pm.

CDI’s Second Chance project aims to:
Improve life chances for young people
aged 16 – 25 by offering mediation
support and consultation for young
people, who have left prison or
youth offending institutions. Thereby
assisting them to re-integrate into the
community; diminishing the likelihood
and updating CVs and improving
of a return to a life of crime.
interviewing skills. The programme
The Project gives a focus on helping
is a 12 week course which helps
participants to get work and access
the young people develop crucial
courses, relevant to their needs and
skills, build confidence and also
aspirations. Examples include literacy
gain a qualification. We use a holistic
and numeracy courses because 60% of approach, looking at the hurdles
the imprisoned have basic literacy and young people may have to surmount,
numeracy problems.
such as homelessness, isolation and
mental health issues.
Participants have also been writing

“It has benefited my

experience in music
because that was the first
time I have ever made a
beat and those beats were
made by me I’m so proud.”
We now have three youth
radio presenters, Fio Osmani,
Ellia Townsend and Levi HydeThomas whose show is packed
full of interesting and informative
information not to mention good
music.
We also have the equipment to
train any new young people who
would also like to be a part of the
CDI wave team or would like to
pursue a long term career in radio.
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The Youth Project – Continued
Health and Wellbeing
The YP2 project offers weekly
Gym, table tennis and football
projects for young people aged
15 – 25. They have been a great
success and are very popular
with the older young people.
The young people are now in the
process of setting themselves up
as a league football team.

“Since starting the

Make a Positive Contribution
Involving young people in the decision-making of the project is a core value of
the CDI Youth Project. Young people are involved in all aspects of the design
and delivery of their club, including representation on the management
committee, a youth sub-committee and curriculum planning meetings.
This ensures that all members, aged 9 – 24, have the opportunity of
influencing decision making and expressing their views.
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gym project I have
gained self confidence
to do other things such
as look for a job.”

“The barrier for me
getting fit was the cost
of the gym membership
but with CDI support
I am in the gym four
times a week.”

Diversionary Projects – Transforming

the lives of young people

The Payback project supported and
trained young people who were at risk
of involvement in knife crime. It focused
on their talents, increasing their self
esteem and developing themselves
away from criminal activities.
Payback was a youth led multi media
project where young people took
the lead in running the project and
looked at choices and consequences
of knife, gangs and gun crime over a
period of 5 months.
The young people produced a DVD
that included educational tools
which can be used in youth clubs
and schools. Payback showed the
young people that there are other
ways of life and instilled the belief
in them that they can achieve more
when focusing on the positives. Skills
learnt included: script writing, basic
video shooting and editing. They also
developed team building skills.
Training provider: 2020 Dreams

provided two all day anti knife crime
workshops for twelve young people.

“I used to be in trouble all
the time, part of a gang,
but I want to change and
move on. Doing things
like this helps me. I now
know I want to make
a career in music.”

We found that collaboration with
an outside training provider was
important for the young people to be
exposed to new ideas, to understand
different points of views, and acquire

fresh experiences in a challenging but
positive way.
Leys CDI gives young people the
opportunity to be listened to in a
safe place where they can challenge
their attitudes and behaviours,
learn to deal with conflict situations
and peer pressure making positive
change possible and giving them an
authentic voice.

The diversionary project engaged
42 young people who had lost
contact with other agencies
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The Youth Project – Continued
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Working in Schools

Young People First Job Club

YP2 has also been working in St Gregory the Great
School with pupils who have either educational
problems, lack self confidence or who are engaging in
negative behaviour.
In these sessions CDI has worked with students to:
 Discussing career options and putting in college
applications.
 Helping young people understand apprenticeships
and signing up for the national apprentice scheme.
 Put together young people’s CVs and covering letters
to send to employers
 Looking at the role of youth workers and providing an
introduction to youth work training day at Leys CDI.
 Contacting voluntary agencies and arranged visits for
young people.
 Promoting arts awards and making a short plans with
young people.
 Discussing with young people how negative
behaviour can affect career prospects
 Looking at ICT and business jobs and apprenticeships.

In the past year and a half we have been running
drop in sessions three days a week, supporting
young people in CV writing, job applications and
finding training opportunities. The young people
first worker has delivered presentations introducing
the CDI Youth Project; to companies such as Unipart,
Susan Hamilton, Blue Arrow, Champion, Manpower
and Driver Hire.
We aim to generate direct links between those who
employ—and those seeking work. The young people
first worker is making links with more training providers;
from literacy and numeracy improvement, to vocational
training providers. This will continue to boost and
support the young people in their chosen careers.

Thirty young people have accessed this service

and ten of these young people have gained
employment and two have gone on to do work
based apprenticeships. This may seem like a small
figure but with youth unemployment at one million,
we believe that this is a fantastic achievement.

Summer Project 2012
The summer project is one of CDI’s
longest running projects, providing
four weeks of nonstop activities
Monday to Friday. For the last 15 years
we have been running a Summer
Holiday Project for young people living
on the estate and surrounding area. We
have consistently provided access to
positive, fun, and diversionary activities
during school holidays.
The summer projects have been
extremely successful. Our work is very
varied and168 young people from the
area got involved in at least one activity
this year.
This year’s summer project brought
young people together from all parts
of the estate, particularly the new and
old, helping to break down perceived
territorial boundaries.
We encouraged young people to
participate, work, learn and create
positively both together and
individually. They promoted positive
images of the estate, its young people
and the wider community.

The project also gave summer
employment to some local residents of
the Leys and also appropriate training.
It strengthened the local partnership of
residents and agencies that collaborate
on youth provision, by ensuring we
plan together, avoid duplication and
enhance provision.

We are most proud of our volunteer
project, where older young people
aged over 15 got the chance to get
involved supporting workers on
projects and get a feel what the
summer project is like from a workers
perspective.
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Clockhouse Project
Low-cost , friendly groups
We supported 202 different activity sessions for
local older people last year, including first aid
training, information talks, and many different
interest groups such as weekly crafts and
games clubs. All activities are low-cost or free.

“You can feel the
place is buzzing”
Clockhouse Project visitor, 2012

Singing for Fun
Our singing group meets weekly for much fun, laughter
and sharing great songs together. They were in demand
to perform at several community events through the year.

“It’s brilliant. I look forward
to it every week.”

“Singing makes me happy.”
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Welcome Teas
Many local older people live alone or
are new to the area. We hold regular
outreach events and welcome teas.
Last year 63 of our users were new to
the project.

“I don’t know if you
realise how important
the Clockhouse is to
many people.”
Clockhouse Project user

Health and Well-being
Oxford City Council support us to run weekly
yoga and tai chi, and monthly line dances. 43
people attended yoga /tai chi and 34 came to
line dancing last year. Participants really value
the sessions and notice many health benefits . . . .

“I’ve made some lovely
friends while exercising.”
“Helps to keep me fit
and healthy.”
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Clockhouse Project – Continued
New Opportunities
to Learn and Develop
We are linking with East Oxford Archaeology Project to
run a very popular new archaeology club. The group
visited a local dig and have been washing “finds” from
the site, with some exciting discoveries.

Bringing the Generations Together
We held summer sessions for young and older
people to enjoy activities together. Drumming,
zumba, street art, cookery and cake-decorating
were all on the menu.

“It has been a lovely day.”
Older workshop participant
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Evening Socials
We support local over-50s to develop their own
community initiatives. Hardworking volunteers
started the Clockhouse Activity Nights Group in 2012,
with evening socials including a games night and a
mind-stretching quiz!

Open Day
The Clockhouse Project helped co-ordinate a community
buildings open day in May 2012. Clockhouse-based
groups between them raised a magnificent £924 and it
was a great day.

“Everyone was so friendly, even
strangers—you have the real
community spirit down there.”
Open Day visitor, 2012

Led by Volunteers
70 volunteers took part in running over-50s activities last year, doing everything from
helping with refreshments and staffing stalls to planning and leading groups, sharing
skills, doing outreach and community consultation. SLIGO gardening club also kept the
Clockhouse community garden looking beautiful in every season.
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Case studies
Jack Walker

Jack provided a case study for our 2011 annual review
he told us what he has been doing since that time . . . .

“I completed my course, gaining a Level 2 Diploma In Boxing
education. This became a kind of stepping stone for me; as I
went onto attend a door security course, at the Hilton Hotel, in
Milton Keynes. This took place over three days — gaining me a
Level 2 Award in Door Supervision. Following on from this, I’ve
undertaken security work at two local pubs — the Bullnose and
the Priory.
“CDI staff have continued to support me they are always checking
on me  — boosting me further. My contentment at the moment, is
largely due to them. They funded and supported me, through the
two courses; which have led to regular employment. Everything
seems to be falling into place. I have constant work, that I’m
happy with. I’ve cut down on my drinking. This has resulted in me,
spending more time in the gym; generating a good level of fitness
and well-being. An all-round sense of achievement.
“I am looking forward to the future with optimism. I’m
surrounded by positive happenings. No more laziness and
hanging around. I feel now, that all my time, is time well spent.
The future now carries more options, and new possibilities.”
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Mark Clifton/Rhymeskeemz
“I have been attending CDI since May. I

was told by a friend (Benofficial) who also
attends that there was a workshop taking
place. It was being run by a hip hop duo
(Rodney P & Skitz). I grew up listening to
their music and as a massive fan I knew it
was something that I could not miss.
“When I first came to CDI I was an aspiring
hip hop vocalist but I had no previous work
and I had never recorded in a professional
studio environment. At the first workshop
I attended I recorded a track that Skitz
engineered, as soon as they heard it they
said it was a hit and from there I knew this
is where I could fulfil my ambitions.
“CDI has helped me to get to know the
kind of people I need to know, as well
as providing a friendly, professional
atmosphere to work in.
“Since learning more about the
industry—how record labels work, how to
use recording/production equipment—I
have been able to prepare my debut

album. I have started recording and we are
now halfway through the process.
“My upcoming album ‘Ill Gotten Gains’ has
already stirred up a lot of interest before its
release. This is mainly due to the CDI open
night, and also the fact CDI provided me
with an official video for the first single (the
track engineered by Skitz). Since the release
of the video I have had numerous live
show bookings and after the T-shirts that
were supplied by CDI people recognise me
and the fact I make good music.
“Hopefully through the release of my
album (we are aiming for a January 2013
release) my future will be full time in the
industry. We are aiming for the album to
be the footprint of FLATBASE promotions
(the CDI Promotion company name). We
hope the album will enable us to gain a
following and then pave the way for the
younger acts to realise with hard work and
determination you can succeed.”
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Case studies – continued
Carol Gibbons
“I’ve lived on the Leys for 48 years. I
came here as a young woman with two
small children. I worked, got to 60 and
retired. Within six months I thought, I’ve
got to go back to work — it’s boring!
It’s so easy when you get to our age
to get up and switch on the telly. You
are inclined to go downhill quite fast if
you’re not doing anything. You feel like a
non-person.
“The second time I retired, I saw all
the things going on here, so I tried it. I
absolutely love it now. Life has got a
meaning. You get up in the morning
and you have got things to do.
“I do yoga, tai chi and line dancing.
Others tell me everything that they do.
There is something for everybody. It’s
so friendly. And there are new ideas all
the time. I spoke at a ‘welcome’ event,
about the different things you can do
with the project.
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“Physically, obviously it keeps your
body working and going. There’s a
saying, if you don’t use it, you will lose
it. Mentally it helps a lot too. The things
we talk about — it’s interesting. The
company as well . . . . Of course nobody
stops laughing because they’re getting
older — we’re always laughing! You
are learning just for fun, not an exam or
studies,it’s pure fun. It’s also important
that costs are kept very low. Money is a
big issue with pensioners.
“I was quite seriously ill for a year. The
project was wonderful. I was getting
phone calls and cards and it gave me
an encouragement to get better and
come back. Just imagine if I hadn’t been
involved in any of this, what incentive
would I have had to get better?
“I can’t even bear the thought that the
project could shut down. What would
happen to us? I just think it’s important,
very important.”

David Hawkins
“I started coming to the Clockhouse
Project a year ago, as it’s somewhere
to go on the estate. I moved back to
the Leys, after living in Cornwall for
many years. We moved back when
my wife had cancer, and she died up
here. I moved into Windale House
recently. My daughter lives nearby.
“ It’s harder to find things to do when
you grow older. I’ve been on trips with
the gardening club. I also come to the
Games Club on a Monday afternoon.
We play scrabble and dominoes. It’s
good for your brain, trying to work
out things. It keeps it ticking over!
“If someone’s not sure what to do,
we help them. It’s very friendly,
with good people. It must be
good, for me to still be here!”
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Treasurer’s Report
The key aspects of the
year’s performance may be
summarised as follows:
 Overall deficit £11k due to YP2
factors explained above
 Surplus on Clockhouse project work
of £6k
 Surplus on non YP2 Youth project
work £2k
 Unqualified report from the
independent auditors
 £7k of capital equipment purchased
for YP2 project
 Forward funding of YP2 project
£44k after capital spend
 £6k of YP2 forward funding applied
in first half of 2012/13

This is the first year of operation of the new charitable company, but it
inherited the reserves successfully built up by the old unincorporated
charity over 15 years, and totalling £109k.
As the accompanying displays show, both the Youth Project and the
Clockhouse project made modest surpluses in the year. However, the
lottery funded YP2 project made a deficit of £19k; this was expected, as
the CDI’s accounting year is different from the lottery’s, and the accounts
have to include depreciation of equipment bought and fully funded
at the beginning of the project; the amount of lottery funding carried
forward at the year-end was £44k. Overall, there was a deficit of £11k.
In general, despite the above deficit, the CDI had a satisfactory year from
a financial viewpoint, the main continuing concern being to ensure that
there is adequate replacement funding in place when lottery funding
comes to an end.
For the first half of 2012/13, management accounts show that, after £7k
depreciation has been applied, the lottery funded YP2 project was in
deficit by £6k; both the Youth and Clockhouse projects were in modest
surplus, giving total reserves to be carried forward of £97k. The trustees
are confident that, after allowing for the forward funding of lottery grant,
the balance remaining will be adequate to underpin future activities.
Peter Stevenson, Treasurer
19 October 2012
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CDI Income year to 31 March 2012

CDI Expenditure year to 31 March 2012

 Youth – grants and donations: £41,024 (20%)
 Events and fees: £11,843 (6%)
 Clockhouse – grants and donations: £33,118 (17%)
 YP2 – grants and donations: £115,605 (57%)

 Staff costs – Youth: £43,947 (21%)
 Staff costs – Clockhouse: £22,901 (11%)
 Staff costs – YP2: £24,702 (12%)
 Project costs – Youth: £4,482 (2%)
 Project costs – Clockhouse: £2,118 (1%)
 Other project costs – YP2: £95,584 (45%)
 Depreciation – YP2: £13,997 (6%)
 Audit and Professional fees – Youth: £2,005 (1%)
 Audit and Professional fees – Clockhouse: £3,004 (1%)

TOTAL

£201,590
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We would like to thank . . .
 Clockhouse Project
Volunteers:
Anne Appleton
Pauline Anderson
Truus Arnold
Frances Barlow
Ken Ballard
Wendy Buckingham
Roger Burne
Marion Butler-Oakley
James Carr
Andrew Castle
Rita de Clerck
Jackie Cole
Rosie Collins
Sandra Coombes
Ian Crump
Helena Cullen
Reg Curnock
Catherine Daw
Kathy Dean
Jean Denham
Jean Dyer
Terry Eadle
Christine Earle
Kaye Ellis
Eva
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Mia Flores-Borquez
Dorothy Gardner
Carol Gibbons
Eileen Gordge
Daphne Harris
Veronica Hastie
David Hawkins
Jimmy Hayes
Liz Helliwell
Mary Hogan
Louise Holmes
Pamela Hotson
Jean Jones
Jessie Koudoua
Jo Jones
Yamna Lamzin
Pat Lemke
Phyllis Lewis
Eulina Maloney
Nuala McNally
Dee Marshall
Barbara Moody
Rita Perry
Monica Porada
Angela Pugh
Jennifer and Bill Riding
Glynis Robinson

Ermine Rodgers
Di Rose
Jo Ryan
Moe Scholl
Pat and Richard Scourfield
David Sirrell
Mary Smith
Cora Spencer
Walter Spencer
Rae Staples
Gloria Thomas
Elaine Turner
Janet and Allan Veal
Gerry Webb
Doreen Weston

 Many thanks also to:
Age UK Oxfordshire
Agnes Smith Advice Centre
Carers Oxfordshire
Clockhouse IT Project Group
East Oxford Archaeology Project
Joined Up Singing
Leys Childrens Centre

Also remembering Terry Ray,
who died in November 2011.
Terry gave a lot of support to
the Clockhouse Activity Nights
Group in its early days.

 Clockhouse Project

Funders:
Catalyst Housing
CHK Charities Ltd
Leys Neighbourhood
Partnership/Community First
Neighbourhood Matched Fund
GreenSquare
Association/GreenSquare
Oxford City Council
Oxfordshire Community
Foundation*
Oxfordshire County Council*
Oxford Lieder
St Michael’s & All Saints Charities
The Bishopsdown Trust*
The Patsy Wood Trust
The Sobell Foundation
The Triangle Trust 1949 Fund

* Grant awarded end 2010/11
for use in 2011/12

 Leys CDI trustees and YP2
Steering Group Members
David Truesdale
Peter Stevenson
Sasha East
Penny Wood
Roger Burne
Richard Grant
Megan Morys
Neil Holman
Ines Kretzschmar

 Leys CDI Staff
Sally Meachim
Marsha Jackson
Clare Ford
Sanchez Romeo
Adrian Prescott
Mark Samuels
Craig Morbey

 Youth Project
Volunteers:
Fio Osmani
Levi Hyde Thomas
Jo Brown
Crystol Christian
Lutece Constant
Iman St Clair
Jamie Furlong
Shakira Fuller
Moesha Douglas
Trey Sam
Hezikiah Walker
Jennifer Poudey
Simeon Brown
Theo Woods
Isiah St Clair

Philip Graham
Kristina Knobel
Paula Williams
Kieran Anthony
Kieran Edmonds
Rowena March
Kallum Charles
Ben Chandler
Mark Clifton
Danny Burbridge
David Norland
Lawrence Barnes
Tafari Miller
Carlus Spencer
Mitchell Morris
Aliyah Anthony
Sinnita Williams

Rennie Elliott
Vanessa Williams
Ellia Townsend
Dave Springer
Richard Harrison
Joe Cole
Urban Monk
Simon Tomlinson
James Miller
Lutece Constant
Jerrel Jackson
Ishmael Jackson
Melissa Mullings
Daneilla Jones
Letisha Jones-Ellis
Daniella Jones-Ellis
Orelo Jones-Ellis

Vanessa Rogers
James Smith
Gee Crane
Wigglyline Productions
Caxton Press
Joe Lazcru
Craig Morbey
Jack Walker
Asha Townsend
Fabien Audifferen
Saul Williams
Sayche
Aarron Proctor
Curtis Walker

 Youth Project

Funders:
Big Lottery
IS Oxford
Sharp UK
GreeenSquare
Catalyst Housing
Safer Communities
Harbour Foundation
Home Office
Oxfordshire County Council
St Michael & All Saints Charitable
Trust
SLG Charitable Trust
Oxford City Council
Roger and Margaret Burne

Come and get involved. . .
We welcome new volunteers and directors to support the project.
Leys CDI, Blackbird Leys Youth & Community Centre, Blackbird Leys Road, Oxford OX4 6HW
Tel: 01865 395927 Email: leyscdi@btconnect.com
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Leys CDI

Working for the
benefit of the
Leys Community
The Leys CDI is a charity who
aims to relieve poverty and
sickness, and to provide
facilities in the interest of
social welfare with the aim
to improve the conditions of
life of the said community.

Contact us
The Leys Community Development Initiative
Blackbird Leys Community Centre
Blackbird Leys Road
Blackbird Leys
Oxford OX4 6HW

Tel: 01865 395927
Email: leyscdi@btconnect.com
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